Title word cross-reference

$(X,s_c)$ [ECK04]. $(\tilde{X},v_c)$ [ECK04]. $(\rho,q)$ [IMR17]. 1, 2, 3 [SMDS11]. 2
[EN11, GKSU15, Grö14]. $2^k$ [Law08]. $2^{k-p}$ [Law08]. 2 × 2 [ILS11]. 3
[AMMRP14, GGK10, LPLPD14]. $69.99$ [Pos15]. $\alpha$ [LPLPD14, dVSWAL17].
$F$ [Ram00]. $K$ [KSBZ16, PG15, HFKB12, Lei10, MAK06]. $n$ [HMR+13]. $p$
[MF15, ZD17]. $Q$ [JWHS16]. $T$
[Pat00, AHvD09, LM13, MP99, Som98, Som01].

-Stable [dVSWAL17]. -State [AMMRP14]. -Statistics [JWHS16].

//dsarkar.fhcrc.org/lattice/ [Gro08].
//global.oup.com/academic/product/9780199660346 [How15a].
//ukcatalogue.oup.com/product/9780198729068.do [Hil15b].

Analyses [CCD09, Dha10, Hil06, Pen08b, Vie10, Wil09]. **Analysing** [KWE+17]. **Analysis** [Ach09, ASBMB17, BM07, BL14, Ban99, BP12, Bea17, BFC02, BBG12, BK17, BER+16, BGR15, BM96, BM97b, BPGC14, BددM11, BBP09, Bos11, Bow10, Boy05, Bur12, But08b, Can04a, CFH BK11, CKY14, CFSR15, CSY15, CRW05, CG10, CO16, CL13, DN99, Du07, DHF15, EE07, EL09, Eva11, FBdlF12, Fel12, Fer11, FGDM16, IM16, FF14, FC12, FM08, FKP17, FGEM12, GP12, GK16, GKD14, GKSU15, Gón15, GCA12, GDMB08, GU07, GT10, GVM16, Grö10a, Grö15a, GV12, HHB+08b, HSL11, Han05, Har08, HN13, HP09, Hei17, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10a, Hla16b, HB17, How16b, HSG12, HJS16, JM15, JD15, Jon07, JH16, Kav15, KK15, Kha16b, KE14, KS10, Kro16, KT10, KKH10, Lai17, LCK11, LRGTA12, LCL+08, Law08, LH08, Le10, Len09a]. **Analysis** [LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LC10, dUJ13, LSvdVK09, LV16, Lum98, Lum04, LSC14, MF14, MD10, MGG+04, Mat16a, MF15, MK07, Me13, MH17, MIG12, LMB+07, NG07, NO06, NGBK12, Num15, Obe14, OK14, PB15, PPGD15, RJH14, RS05, Riz06, RFKM12, RM12, RDG12, San06, San10a, SBL+10, SMM+15, Sch06, She11, SP10, Spa06, SLMV17, SGS+14, TV11, TM16, TM05, TD07, TYH+14, TF09, US10, VM09a, Vin17, WdV+11, WO97, WS11, WM14, WG10, Wic11, Wil14a, WEH11, Yee10, ZG11, Ze15, Zha14, ZQS16, Zha07, ZK12, ds11, dL05b, dL09c, dWFP11, vdA07, vdA12, vdHvB16, VMY02, GR17a, Hel16b, Edd09a, Eks13, Ell09, Fri12, How16a, Mai09c, VM10, dL05a]. **Analytics** [Kil16, Lal16, Otn17, Rus15]. **Analyze** [EBO+13, MdUÅC10]. **AnalyzeFMRI** [BDdM11]. **Analyzing** [BT05, BCHY09, BKL05, CB17, DHM11, Eva14, GRMS11, GR16a, GRD13, Gos11, Grö14, KAK05, LX12, MMRP11, Mug10, OO11, RR11, SWAF15, SZ11, Sch16, SM07, dL17]. **Anchoring** [WKL11]. **anchors** [WKL11]. and/or [KM16]. **Anderson** [MM04]. **Andy** [Hil15b]. **Angoff** [MF14]. **Animal** [MLAN02]. **Animated** [NL12]. **Animating** [BDMM08]. animation [Xie13]. Animations [Xie13]. **ANOVA** [DW17, Gu14, IM05]. **Anthropometric** [Vin17]. **Anthropometry** [Vin17]. **Antony** [Zei15]. **Any** [BM12]. **app2web** [VFV13]. **applet** [WO97]. **Application** [BFRP13, Kel07, MH07, SWAF15, Wol15]. Applications [Cha16, GR16b, HR14, Hel16b, Jos05, Müll16, dREP12, SBL04, VFV13, dL05c, San09, Wic10]. **Applied** [Dry09, Sar09, Edd09b, JS13, Kha16a, SL09, ZEI16]. **Apply** [Wic11]. **Approach** [BV17, DKM11, EN11, FGEM12, Gou10, Hil07, Lal17, Mat16b, MSCCV05, MLL17, RJ14, Sar09, SCS13, VS14, San10a, Kuk09, Otn17]. **Approaches** [Len09a, PU13]. **Approximate** [Gra16]. **Approximation** [HH14, KB16, LPLPD14]. **Arbitrary** [BH08a]. **ArcGIS** [PV14]. **Archetypal** [EL09]. **Archimedean** [HM11, OR14]. **archivist** [BK17]. **Area** [LW03]. **Area** [GF15]. **ARIMA** [Bel11b]. **Arithmetic** [BH07, BH08b, KJ14]. **Arm** [KWE+17, LZHC17]. **Arm-Based** [LZHC17]. **Arrow** [TKM07]. **Art** [SME+09, Lan14]. **Arthur** [Han15]. **arules** [HGH05]. **ASMap** [TB17].

Bias [CHML17, FS12]. Bias-Reduced [FS12]. bibliographical [Coe00].
Bidimensional [Car13]. BiDimRegression [Car13]. BIEMS [MHdL12].
Big [How15a, Iac17]. bild [GCA12]. Binary [GCA12, LP17, Ngu07].
Binomial [AH12, KV13, NAA17, TKM17]. bio [Hel15]. bio.infer [Yua07].
Bioassay [RS05]. Bioconductor [Unw09]. Biodiversity [Han07b].
Bioinformatics [Sch08, dL09b]. Biological [KHLF +10, MSCCV05].
Biologists [Hil15b]. Biology [BFRP13, LCL +08]. BioMark [WF12].
Bipartite [AH08]. Biplot [LS02b, Udi05]. BiplotGUI [lGlRGL09].
Biplots [lGlRGL09]. Birds [EBO +13]. Bivariate
[EC16, KN05, Kha16a, MH05, MM12, NAA17, PZK +12, SSV14].
Boca [Gle16, Gro15a, Gro16, Kha16b, Zei15].
Book [Ach09, Ban16, Bow09, Bow10, Boy05, Bul06, But15, Chr09, Chr11,
C11, Cox07, Dem11, Dem17, DN17, Der10, Dow16, Dow17, Edd09b,
Edd09a, Edd09c, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Eks10, Eks13, Ell09, Eva11, Eva14,
Fox05a, Fri12, Gen06, Gle16, GR16b, GR17a, GR17b, Gou05, Gou10, Grö10a,
Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö17, Gro08, Gun07, Ham10, Han15,
Har08, Hel15, Hel16a, Hel16b, Hel17, Hil06, Hil07, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10b,
Hil10a, Hil15a, Hil15b, Ho15, How11, How15a, How15b, How16a, How16b,
Iac15, Iac17, JS13, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16a, Kha16b, Kha17a, Kha17b,
Kil16, KN17, Kuk09, Lal16, Lal17, Lan17, Len09a, Leo10, Lor17,
Ma06, Mai07, Mai09a, Mai09b, Mai08, Mai09c, Mal09, Mat13]. Book
[Mat15, Mat16b, Mat16a, McN14, MT14, Müt16, Mun14, Mur05, Mur06,
Num15, Oon10, Otn17, Pav16, Pieu05, Pos15, Ros09, Ros17, Rui16, Rus15,
Sab07, SL09, San06, San07, San09, San10b, San10a, San11, SC07, Sar09,
Sch08, She11, Soc06, Str10, Unw09, VM09b, VM09a, VM10, Web16,
Wic08b, Wic08a, Wic10, W114a, Wil09, Wil14b, Xu06, Yal10, Ze15,
Ze16, Zho10, dL05b, dL05c, dL05a, dL06, dL07, dL08, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b,
dL12]. books.html [Pos15]. Boosting [AGG13, CJM06]. Bootstrap
[HH14, MAK06, VW13, VdL09]. Bootstrap-based [MAK06]. Boruta
[KR10b]. Boundary [DLN17]. Bounds [Hla16b]. Box [EB03, S511].
Box-Percentile [EB03]. Boxplot [Kam08]. Bradley [Fil05, TF12],
[Coe00]. BRugs [KCCG11, MW10]. bspmma [Bur12]. BSSasymp
[MNT17]. Bubbles [Cas17]. BUGS [Eks13, Cur10, Ntz02]. BugsXLA
[Woo05]. Build
[Per03]. Building [CG15, HML16, Kuh08, Lum96, SSV14]. Bundle
[Han05]. Burg [Tri03]. Business [Ont17]. BYM [GF15].

C [Kha15b, BS13, EF11, Jol09, PQM11, dVSWAL17, SCS13, WLK08, WZ17,
XGY06, Zho15]. C [BS13]. C/C [dVSWAL17]. e060 [SHBZ14]. ca [NG07].
Caching [Pen08b]. CADF [Lup09]. Calculate
[EC06, PV14, TFR16, VS14, ZF10]. Calculating [MHdL12]. Calculation
Calculations [BLR97, KSPR16, LQC+12, PLZ+15, Spe13]. Calculator [SWAF15].
Calibrate [Coo97]. Call [PLLC11]. Calling [But05, EC16]. cancerclass [BKvT+14]. Candidate [AHvD09]. Canonical [GDMB08, dLM09c].
Carcinogenicity [MLAN02]. care [Kuh08]. Carlo [BM97a, CGRvD15, CGC11, Jol09, KCCG11, LT16, MQP11, She08a, She08b, SP10, War02, Zho15].
Cartographic [TKM07]. Case [ADH11, HSL11, JWHS16, NMB15, Str04, Unw09, ZFZ10]. Case-Control [HS11, JWHS16, ZFZ10]. Case-Mother [NMB15].
Cell [BFRP13]. cells [MJ00]. cet [IKP09]. Censored [AB17, FS10a, Koe08, MNA+97, OL17, TGJ17]. Censoring [MMM12].
Class [Bee17, HHvdWZ08, Lei04, LHS08, LL11, PC11, Sho13, WM14]. Classes [KR10a, PLPL17, RK14]. Classical [Len09a, Sch06]. Classification [AGG13, Arc10, CC08, FT11, FR07, GSD12, GZP14, LIL+15, Mal09a, MSCCV05, RBHB15, Whe14, ZWH17, ZD17]. Classifiers [MLMK12, VR14].
classify [Whe14]. Clear [FR15]. Click [Dow16]. ClickClust [Mel16]. Clickstream [Sch16, Sch16]. Client [AB12]. Climatology [Hil15a].
Clinical [Ham10, LQC+12, RSW15, WWG09, She11]. CLME [JP16]. clotgitL1 [RT14]. Closing [WDT+12]. Cloud [Mat15, MY13]. CLUE [Hor05]. clues [CQZ+10]. Cluster [BPDD08, FGEMI12, GASA15, Gre17, Hof11, IoG10, KH08, Hor05].
Cluster-Randomized [Gre17]. Cluster/Multicore [Hof11]. Clustered [HC05]. Clustering [AM14, BBG12, BIG17, BER+16, Bra15, CQZ+10, CKSLS12, EC16, HD10, HBF17, HFKB12, JWHS16, KK14, KSBZ16, LH12,
Descriptive [Dha10, Ruf09].

Design
[BPB09, DHF15, Esm14, GG16, Gra07, Grö11, HSL11, HR14, HZSW10, LVK+11, LW03, MbB14, WWG09, Wol15, ZP13, Grö10a, Len09a]. Designed
[RFB14].

Designing
[RSW15].

Designs
[FS13, FKP17, Fri10, Gre17, Grö14, IM05, Kao09, Law08, NMB15, SIRC16, SMS13, Was15].

deSolve
[SPS10].

Detecting
[CGC11].

Detection
[McB06, RG07, Ros15, SSH16].

Determining
[CGBN14].

Deterministic
[MRC15].

Developed
[RG07].

Developing
[Gen06].

Developments
[BKvT+14, RFKM12].

Developments
[JLZ05, vdA12].

deviances
[Can04a].

deviation
[SM12].

Devices
[FK17].

DFIT
[Cer17].

dglars
[AMW14].

Diagnose
[HHB+08c].

Diagnosis
[GRK+16, TB17].

Diagnostic
[Bar96, BKvT+14, LRR ACSGS14, LX12, Ngu07, NAA17, PJSPC17, RG07].

Diagnostics
[LH14, SGHY11].

Diagonal
[KN05].

Diagonalization
[MNT17].

Diagram
[DD07].

Diagrams
[BDMP15].

DiagTest3Grp
[LX12].

Diallelic
[Gra15].

DiceDesign
[DHF15].

DiceEval
[DHF15].

DiceKriging
[RGD12].

DiceOptim
[RGD12].

Dichotomous
[WB08].

DICOM
[WST11].

Dierence
[KM08].

Dierences
[Gow16, WZ16].

Dierential
[BFH+14, Cer17, CGC11, HRX16, MF14, MAG+11, SPS10].

Dierentiation
[KNB+16].

Diierent-to-pass
[MT02].

diffIRT
[MTvdM15].

Diusion
[MTvdM15, PT09, PT11, SKS15, WS11].

Diusion-Weighted
[PT11, WS11].

Digital
[PT07].

Dimension
[AR14, BM12, CFT11, We02].

Dimensional
[AEL10, BBG12, BKvT+14, Coo07, HCW12, ND12, Pat16, VG09, WZ17, BW01, NG07, Pen03].

Direct
[WZ16].

Dirichlet
[Han10, LHA+15].

Dirk
[Kha15b, Kha15a].

Disclosure
[TKM15].

Discovering
[LAF+17, Xu06].

Discovery
[Lal16].

Discrete
[KK14, MTW04, MP14, Sar16, SD17].

Discretized
[Su07].

Discriminant
[BBG12, CFSR15, Duo07].

Disease
[BVE+15, JWHS16].

Disequilibria
[SBMG06].

Display
[DN99, He17, SBMG06].

Displays
[Fox03, FH09, Fri06, NL12].

Dissimilarity
[GU07].

Dissimilarity-based
[GU07].

Distance
[SH09].

Distance-Aided
[SH09].

Distances
[vE17].

Distributed
[Gas11, LP13, Mug10, NRG+17, TFH12].

Distributing
[Pen08b].

Distribution
[AH12, AHvD09, BH07, BH08a, BH08b, Car15, DP03, GFS14, Han10, MTW03, MM04, Mar04, McB06, Mey13, MR05, MMM12, Phi10, dREP12, Ram00, SBL+10, SL11, ZQS16].

Distributions
[AHVd09, BMvS+07, DMD15, Den16, Gil15, HG14, Kam08, KY10, LM13, LHS08, MNA+97, NK06, NR16, Pan09, PCL13, dVSWAL17, Su07, ZFZ10].

distrMod
[KR10a].

Diverging
[HR14].

Diverse
[FR15].

Diversity
[MH15].

Dixon
[VS14].

DixonTest.CriticalValues
[VS14].

dlm
[HSG12].

dlnm
[Gas11].

Document
[Dry09].

Documentation
[HWPG13].

Documents
[McN14].

Dominic
[Iac15].

Donors
[SH09].

Dose
[BPB09, CO16, HZSW10, MAK06, SMS13, WB08, WEH11].

Dose-Finding
[BPB09, SMS13].

Dose-related
[MAK06].

Dose-Response
[CO16, WEH11].

dosresmeta
[CO16].

Douglas
[Mat16a].

Down
[Som12].

DPB
[LP17].

DPpackage
[JHQ+11].

Drift
[Han07b].

Driven
[DS15, How15a].

Drug

F [Hug07]. F-to-z [Hug07]. Facilities [Fir03]. FactoMineR [LJH08]. Factor [BP12, CFBHK11, DSH16, LS02a]. Factorial

Illustrating [Gan15]. Illustration [GF15]. Image [HKL09, KCCG11, SLGB14]. Images [PT07]. Imaging [CMS+11, LMB+07, PT09, PT11, TW11, WS11]. IML [JMS+09, SB01].


Interactions [Tak16]. Interactive [BM97b, BCA07, BGSC10, BW01, DKT11, Gan15, HKL09, Jos05, LLS15, NL12, SHFB17, SD13, The02, TD07, Udi05, Ver12, VYD+12, IGLRGL09, Udi00, VM09a]. interactively [VYM02]. Interface [AB12, CCH15, Den16, Dow16, Dum99, Fox05b, FC12, KCCG11, LL10, RFKM12, SLS+12, SGS+14, UAK+15]. Interfaces [Cha16, HL09, Unw12, VML12]. Interfacing [Woo16]. Interference [SH17]. Intermediate [Har08, Hel17, Ya10]. Internal [KCM08]. International [CB17, LCK11]. Interpretation [San06]. Interpreter [DC09]. Interpreting [TWK03]. Interval [AB17, FS10a, TGJ17, FS10a]. Interval-Censored [TGJ17]. Intervals [Kel07, KPSH15, New05, SB01, You10, MJ00].

Interventions [MJGM10]. Introducing [AH12, BKT14, Han05, Han06b, Han07b, Han12, LC10, WMS17].

Introduction [AJFZ11, Edd09c, Eks13, HHB08a, HBF17, Hel15, Hilt15b, Hof15, Kha17a, KN17, KP07, Mai06, MvS07a, OHD17, San09, San11, Thi14, Tho11, WHO04, Xu06, dLM07, DN17, Hilt10b, Mal09, Pie05, Sch08].
Introductory [Gou05, Kil16, San10b, VM09b]. **intsy** [CB17]. **Invariant** [IP08, RS07]. **Inverse** [LHS08, SP10, VSV09, vdWG11]. **ipdpower** [KSPR16]. **ipw** [vdWG11]. **iqLearn** [LLS15]. **Irregular** [PG15, ZG05]. **Irregular-Shaped** [PG15]. **Irregularly** [MGG+04]. **IRT** [Bat15, Fox07, MH07, She08a, She08b, TMN16, Wee10]. **IRT-Based** [Wee10]. **IRTrees** [DP12]. **ISBN** [But15, Gle16, Gro15a, Gro16, Gro08, Han15, Hil16, Hil15a, Hil15b, Hof15, How15a, How15b, How16b, Iac15, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16b, Mat15, Mat16a, Nun15, Pos15, Rus15, Zei15, Zei16]. **isocir** [BFRP13]. **Isosurfaces** [FT08]. **Isotone** [dLHM09]. **Isotonic** [BFRP13]. **Isotopomer** [BMvS+07]. **Issue** [PLR+16, Put11]. **ISTE** [How15b]. **ITA** [Sch06]. **Item** [Cha12, Cha16, CGC11, Cur10, DBZ+11, DP12, HGH05, Joh07, MF14, MPM14, MvdM15, Riz06, Sch06, Whe14]. **Items** [ALV07, Cer17]. **Iterative** [CGC11, CHML17]. **Iteratively** [Pet97b].
She10, WM14. latentnet [KH08]. LaTeX [Ruf09]. Lattice
[SBL04, Gro08, Gro08]. Lattice-Ordered [SBL04]. lavaan [Ros12].
lavaan.survey [Obe14]. Law [HGG08]. lawstat [HGG08]. Lazily [Har15].
LazySorted [Har15]. LC [KSS+07]. LC/MS [KSS+07]. lccm [PLPL17].
LDheatmap [SBMG06]. LDR [CFT11, AR14]. Leader [TKM07]. Learning
[BD03, GZ14, KB16, LLS15, Mai09b, Sch08, Scu10, Scu17, VR14,
ZUL14, Hel16a, Mai07, Mai09a]. Least
[Das06, FHH17, KS10, Len16, MW07, ML12, Pet97b, RS08]. Least-Squares
[Len16]. Leeuw [HJS16, Kro16, MM16, Ylv16]. Leroux [GF15]. Level
[Esm14, FS13, JMD08, KO06, LSC09, Rec10b]. Level-Dependent
[KO06]. Lévy [DC05]. Lexis [CP11, PC11]. lgep [TDRD13]. LibBi
[Mur15]. Library [BLR97, LIL+15, PQM11, Scr01, War02, PQM11]. Llstable
[dVSWAL17]. Life [ASBMB17, SVMMRP17]. lifecontingencies [Spe13].
Lifetime [LMB+07]. Light [TR16]. Like [ZMG07]. Likelihood
[AR14, BGM06, Cha10, CYK+09, CFT11, CGS09, GvdL12, GV12, Joh07,
Jur15, KM08, MVS13, NMB15, OC15, RC17, RMG12, Sn07, YSH15, Yua07].
Likelihood-Based [AR14, CYK+09, CFT11]. Likert [HR14]. Line
[HL09, Hof11]. Linear
[AMW14, BE13, BMBW15, But05, CdM10, Can04a, Dnu99, Fox03, FBF14,
FHT10, Fri06, Gas11, Ger14, Grö06, Grö10b, Had10, HH14, Hel16b, JLSZ05,
JP16, JMS+09, KL14, Kol16, KMG+13, KBC17, LFF17, LH14, McI16,
MK07, ML11, Pet97a, Pet10, Rec10b, San07, SHB14, SBD14, TV11,
TM05, VSV09, VDT14, WG00, ZLHK12, dSjJS14, Cao06, Pet97b, VMY02].
Link [IoG10]. Link-Based [IoG10]. Linkage [SBMG06, TB17]. LinkCluE
[MM16]. Lisp [Jos05, Nar05, Tie05, VMU05]. LISREL [Kha17b]. List
[Har15]. Literate [HL07, SDD12]. Indme [FBF14]. lm4
[BMBW15, DBZ+11, DBBD07]. inner [DBZ+11]. innerTest [KBC17].
LMest [BPP17]. loa [LR15b]. Local
[AW16, BKT14, BMB16, CQZ+10, Gra16, RC17]. localgauss [BKT14].
Localization [WdVVW+11]. Locally [CN13, EN11]. Location
[HN13, Lec14, SR07b]. Log
[Cao06, CGS09, DR11, Pet97a, TDRD13, TDRD15, VMY02]. Log-Concave
[CGS09, DR11]. Log-Gaussian [TDRD13, TDRD15]. Log-Linear
[Pet97a, Cao06, VMY02]. Logarithmic [XTL13]. LogConcDEAD [CGS09].
logcondens [DR11]. Loggamma [AMYR16]. Logistic
[CGC11, Dha10, Ger14, Hei16b, KZ03, RT14, SED14, ZMG07, Hed99].
Logit [FH09, HW16, HZSW10, SD17]. Loglinear [BR07]. Logrank
Longitudinal [ASBM17, BPP17, BdMM08, CBDM07, DLC06, GAS15,
GCA12, KK14, KMM+17, LSPvdL17, NGBK12, OC15, PP17, Riz10, Riz16,
SP14, SvdLN17, ZCT+16]. Looking [AJ11, vdHvB16]. lordif [CGC11]. Loss
[LSPvdL17]. Loss-Based [LSPvdL17]. Lost [Tak16, Wei05]. Lovelace
[Gle16]. Low [BM07, Coo97, HCW12]. Low-Dimensional [Coo97, HCW12].

KR09, LZHC17, LCSC14, MF15, Vie10, WF12, How16a. **Meta-Analyses** [Vie10]. **Meta-Analysis** [BER +16, Bur12, CO16, GV12, KR09, LZHC17, LCSC14, MF15, How16a]. **Meta-Statistics** [WF12]. **MetaEasy** [KR09]. **metafor** [Vie10]. **metaLik** [GV12]. **Metamodeling** [RGGD12]. **Method** [ABW13, CC08, Cha10, Das06, Dem11, FR15, HSH07, HL09, Kur14, LZL +05, MT98, NMB15, Pen08a, SMS13, Yu07, MT00]. **Methodologists** [WDT +12]. **Methodology** [GR16b, AFJZ11]. **Methods** [ADH11, BMR14, BP15, Boy05, Chr11, CKO11, Den16, Der10, DKMT11, Doa11, DG11, FR07, S10b, Gon14, GRS12, Had10, HH14, Ham10, How15a, Iac17, JvdBP07, KAK05, KG17, KR10a, Len09b, Luc11, Nas14, Nor17, NO11, ORC14, Pel11, Ros17, Scr01, Sim07, Str04, Su07, US10, Wee10, Xie13, dL06, dL09c, dLM09a, dLM09b, Har08]. **Metric** [IP08]. **MF** [SWAF15]. **MFSAS** [CC11]. **mgcv** [Woo16]. **mhsmm** [OH11]. **mi** [SGHY11]. **MICE** [RW11, vBGO11]. **Michael** [Hel15]. **Michel** [Pos15]. **Micro** [TKM15]. **Micro-Data** [TKM15]. **Microarray** [EC16]. **Microarrays** [EC16]. **Microdata** [Kav15]. **micromap** [PMW +15]. **Micromaps** [PMW +15]. **micromapST** [PPC15]. **Microscopy** [LBM +07]. **Microsimulation** [Gle16]. **Microsoft** [KR09]. **MIDAS** [SH09]. **midasr** [GKZ16]. **Million** [Mur06]. **minR** [Hs04]. **Minimal** [Cha03]. **Minimum** [FS13]. **Minimum-Size** [FS13]. **Mining** [But15, FHM08, Fuji17, HGH05, Lali16, Mal08, Ros09, TFH12, Wic10, Iac15, Xu06]. **Minitab** [GL14]. **MinPROMEP** [Cha03]. **MIRT** [She10, Cha12]. **Mises** [HG14, XGY06]. **Missing** [CBBM07, CCH15, HKBI11, JJJ14, JH16]. **missMDA** [JH16]. **MissMech** [JJJ14]. **MitISEM** [BGH +17]. **Mix** [SH17]. **mixAK** [K14]. **Mixed** [BMGW15, CGK11, CA17, CLL17, FS13, Ger14, GKW16, GKW12, Had10, HN13, HS12, JP16, Kol16, KSPR16, KBC17, LSC09, Lec14, LG11, MF15, NW04, PLPL17, Sch11, TV11, VDT14, Wee10, Hed09, Chr09]. **Mixed-Effects** [BMGW15, HN13, Kol16, Lec14, Hed09]. **Mixed-Format** [Wic10]. **Mixed-Level** [FS13, LSC09]. **mixexp** [WL16]. **MixMAP** [MF15]. **Mixmod** [LIL +15]. **MIXNO** [Hed99]. **MIXREGLS** [HN13, Lec14]. **MixSim** [MCM12]. **mixsmsn** [PCL13]. **mixtools** [BCHY09]. **Mixture** [AHVD09, BCHY09, BSVT12, BER +16, BMGT15, FSLZ12, KG17, LW16, Le04, LHA +15, MSCCCV05, PCL13, Sav16, Su07]. **Mixtures** [Can17, GL08, HG14, LM13, MNA +97]. **MLDS** [KM08]. **MLGA** [Jur15]. **mlirt** [Fox07]. **MLwIN** [LC13, ZPC +16]. **MM** [AH12]. **mmeta** [LCSC14]. **mlogit** [HWYM16]. **MNN** [NO11]. **MNP** [IV05]. **Mode** [Men13]. **Model** [AEL10, AMYR16, Bar96, BBG12, BIG17, BK15, Bro15, CD10, Den16, DBBD07, FR07, GRS12, HD10, HSM16, HZSW10, HSG12, LIL +15, Lei13, LC10, MRC15, Mar06a, MH05, MMRP11, Mel16, NW04, PZK +12, PT11, San07, Sch11, She08b, WB08, ZC10, ZF15, dS11, IV05, SFHT11, Gum07]. **Model-Based** [BBG12, BIG17, Bro15, LIL +15, Mel16, FR07, Gum07]. **Modeler** [Woo16]. **Modeling** [AB12, BS15, BSVT12, BS13, Car13, CYK +09, Der10, DOV17, FR15, Fox07,
Multiclass [CC08]. Multidimensional [Cha12, Cha16, GvdV16, dL05c, dLM09b]. Multidisciplinary [Kuk09]. Multifactor [Pet97a]. Multifractional [DC05]. Multilevel [Bür17, CGK11, CC11, DBBD07, Fot03, Fox07, Grö15b, Hil09a, LC13, dS11]. Multilevel/Hierarchical [Hil09a]. Multinomial [CGC14, FH09, HWM16, SD17, Tou15, MJ00, IV05]. multiPIM [RJH14]. Multiple [ALV07, CGK11, CFHBK11, JM15, JLZJ05, KPSH15, KT10, KR13, OH11, SP14, SH09, SB01, SGYH11, WGS12, Yua11, Yuc11, ZC10, RW11]. Multiple-Table [WGSL12]. Multiplicative [AH12, Pet97b]. Multiresolution [SCS13]. Multiscale [Can17]. Multistate [FDB12]. Multivariate [AS04, AH12, BEHB17, CSY15, CHML17, CGS09, Dnu07, Eks10, Eva11, FDGD16, FBC07, FBG15, FBF14, Fri06, GKSU15, Gro08, Han12, JM15, JJJ14, JMS+09, JH16, Kha16a, KY10, KK14, LCL+08, LJJH08, LM13, LM03, LBC+16, LSCS14, Miu09a, MdL10, NO06, NO11, Pen08a, Phil0, San06, SFS12, SMM+15, Sek11, Som98, Som01, TDRD15, TD07, TF09, Tri03, VW13, WCHB11, Zei16, dL05a, vdhB16, vBOG11, Kha16c, Kha17b, Mii16, Ros17]. multivator [Han12]. Multiway [Kro16, Lei10]. Munzert [Iac15]. MXM [LAF+17]. My [Kro16, Tak16].
MVS13, MW12, Mül16, NGBK12, OCRC14, dREP12, Ros15, Sav16, Scr01, SVMMPRP17, SBL04, ZA17, ZK12. NonpModelCheck [ZA17].

Object [ATF10, BM97b, Kle16, PR07, SHR96, TF09, Zei06, Udi00].
Odds [FH09, Wan13a], ofw [CC08]. Ogive [She08a]. Ohri [Mat15]. OLAT [ZUL14]. Oncology [ASBMB17, WS11]. One [BH07, BH08a, BH08b, Pat16]. One-Dimensional [Pat16]. One-sample [BH07]. One-Sided [BH08a, BH07]. OneArmPhaseTwoStudy [KWE17]. Ones [Mat16c].
Output [Han05, Lei13, Sml07]. Outputs [MRC15, Pap16]. Overdispersed [KM16, MHD17, SF16]. Owen [Pat00]. Ox [Bos11, HB17, Pcl11]. Ox/ SsfPack [Pel11]. Oxford [Han15, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a].
P [Gle16, Grö16, Gro08, Han15, Hel15, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a, Kha15b, Mat15, Mat16a, Nun15, Pos15, Rus15, Cam12]. P-Splines [Cam12].

\texttt{p3state.msm} [MMRP11]. \texttt{PaCAL} [KJ14]. \textbf{Package}

[ADH11, AEL10, AH08, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, Alb16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, ASB11, AH12, AD15, ABW13, ASBMB17, Arc10, AVhD09, AMW14, AM14, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, Bar14, BFRP13, BPP17, BGH+17, BE13, Bat15, BRC+15, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHY09, BDKL17, BKT14, BBG12, BMB16, B1G17, BSVT12, BK17, BdMM15, BMvS+07, BVE+15, BN10, BddM11, BPP09, BD03, BCAB07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BPPD08, BKvT+14, BIEHB17, Bur17, Bur08a, Cdm10, Cam12, Can17, CC08, CB17, CFHBL11, CAA15, Cer17, Cha12, CZQ+10, CGBN14, CKLS12, CC11, CA17, CKY14, CGC11, CGC14, CFSR15, CFT11, CHML17, CO16, CM08, CF08, CL13, CGS09, CJM06, CI17, DLN17, DBZ+11, DC05, DMD15, Den16, DH05, DW17, DBBD07, DD07, DOV17, DS15, DPG08, EE07].

\textbf{Package} [EBO+13, Esm14, FS10a, FBdF12, FT11, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, FH10, Fie12, FBC07, FO15, FC11, Fox07, FEvld07, FH09, FC12, FM08, FSLZ12, FKP17, FGEMI12, FS10b, GR16a, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GGC+15, GRK+16, Ger14, GP12, GG16, G1K26, Gil15, GK14, Gi09, GGK10, GLC+15, GKSU12, GAI2, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, GU07, Gos11, Gra15, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, Gr06, Grö10b, Grö14, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPWdL15, HHB08a, HX13, HHY06, HH14, HSL11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HW16, HD12, HR08, HX12, HP09, HH07b, HM11, HMS16, Hjo04, HL07, Hjo12, HMR+13, HG14, HHvdWZ08, HSG12, HGG08, HHH+08c, HGH13, HK08, IF08, IMR17, IoG10, IV05, L0S11, LCL16, JvdBP07, Jac11, JM15, JJ14].

\textbf{Package} [JP16, JD15, J0n07, JH16, KMC+12, KS0H14, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, Kie08, KE+17, KE14, KO06, KN16, Kie16, KN03, KG17, KR10a, KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KJ14, KV13, KT16, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, KR10b, KB17, LA+17, LGRTA12, LJH08, LIL+15, Lec13, LM13, Lei10, LHS08, LKPdLV17, Len16, LM14, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LBB+16, LC10, LZ15, LHA+15, LLRACSGS14, dUJ13, LSvDK09, LX12, LCSC14, MR15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MIHS16, MH07, MLL010, M0r06, MIH15, MF15, MP14, MP14, MYK07, NZ08, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJGM10, Meu13, MW07, MH17, MVS13, MW12, MR05, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MHD17, Mu1AC10, MN14, MSvS07b, MAG+11, Mur03, Mur09, MG09, NR16, NG07, NMB15, ND12, NGB12, NOT08, NO11].

\textbf{Package} [NAA17, OH11, OH017, Obe14, OR14, ORCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, Pac07, PGDP15, PP17, Pap16, PLRC10, PMW+15, PSS+17, PG15, Pet10, Pfa08, PO13, PU13, PT07, PT09, PT11, PLPL17, dREP12, RT14, RC17, RJH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, RMG12, Ros15, Ros12, RSW15, SBL+10, SFS12, Sar16, SD17, SI+11, SZ11, SED14, SMM+15, Sch16, SIR16, Scr13, Scu10, Scu17, SVMMRP17, She08b, Shol3, SSK15, Sim07, Sm07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, St09, Som12, Spe13, SLMV17, SM07, SLG05, SSV14, TP11, TKM17, TM15, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TR17, TKM15, TMKD17,
TMN16, Thi14, TFR16, TK17, TYH+14, TH08, Tou15, TGUJ17, TF12, UNB17, ÜK09, ÜS10, VW13, VG09, VPCS14, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16.

**Package** [VdL09, Vin17, VYD+12, VS10, WGSL12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13b, Was15, Wee10, WB07+, WF12, WDM+11, Whe14, WM14, WIC10, WCHB11, Wic04, WMR16, XMW10, XWHL15, Xie13, Yan07, YFK+15, Yec10, YSH15, You10, Yua07, ZA17, ZG11, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, Zha07, ZWH17, ZF13, ZD17, dJSdSE14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dWFP11, eV17, edWG11, Edl04, LM03, SeK11, SAR11, ZLHK02, GR17b]. **Packages** [Alm10, BdMM08, DHF15, GASA15, HL09, KMTS14, MNT17, RGD12, SHFB17, TD07]. **Packages** [Ver12]. **Panel** [ABZ17, BL14, BK11, CM08, Jac11, LP17, MP12, Mil17]. **Panel-Corrected** [BK11]. **Papers** [Tak16]. **Parallelizing** [PLZ+15]. **Parameter** [CLL17, MLMK12]. **Parameterization** [Mug10]. **Parameters** [GL08, RC17, Sar16]. **Parameterwise** [DSH16]. **Parametric** [CA17, CL13, Cu11, HH14, HIKS11, Jac16, KL14, KSP15, MRL12, NMB15, Per03, Ros15, SP14, TP11]. **Parametrical** [RMG12]. **Parental** [TV11]. **Partial** [BV02, MW07, ML12, Wan13a]. **Partially** [Cha03, Har15, KN16]. **Particle** [Nor17]. **Particle-Based** [Nor17]. **Partition** [MH15, Sho13]. **Partitioning** [GCG+15]. **Partitions** [Han06a, HW07]. **Parts** [ZC10]. **Party** [CI17, OO11]. **pass** [MT02]. **Past** [Tie05, ZK08]. **Paths** [FHT10, RT14, SFHT11]. **Pattern** [BMGT15, Mai07]. **Pattern-Mixture** [BMGT15]. **Patterns** [BT05, GRD13, GR16b, MR12, Mai08, MTL15, PG15, PPC15]. **PAVA** [dLHM09]. **Pavel** [But15]. **pbkrtest** [HH14]. **pcalg** [KMC+12]. **pcnetmeta** [LZHC17]. **PCovR** [VKVC15]. **pcele** [BK11]. **pdc** [Bra15]. **pdfCluster** [AM14]. **Peak** [RG07]. **Pearson** [Pan09]. **Penalized** [CRW05, GRS12, RMG12, McI16]. **Penalties** [McI16]. **Penalty** [CS12]. **Permutation** [BN10]. **IML** [AS02, KCM08, NOO06, Pan09, ZK12]. **Item** [CGC11]. **MATLAB** [VFV13]. **MS** [KSS+07]. **Multicore** [Hof11]. **or** [KM16]. **SsfPack** [Pel11]. **Percentage** [Pan09]. **Percentile** [EB03]. **PerFit** [TMN16]. **Perform** [Can17, GGC+15]. **Performance** [Esm14, LCK11, MCM12, Mur15, Son12, XM14]. **Performing** [ABW13, EEG07, LZHC17, Spe13]. **Performs** [RS07]. **Periodograms** [TFR16]. **Perl** [Bai04, Ros09]. **PerMallows** [ICL16]. **Permutation** [HHvdW08]. **Permutations** [Hüls06]. **Person** [TMN16]. **Person-Fit** [TMN16]. **Perspective** [Kil16, Mai09b]. **Perspectives** [BMR14]. **Peter** [Lac15]. **Pewsey** [Han15]. **Phase** [HSL11, KWE+17, SED14, SMS13]. **Phenomena** [MHH17]. **Photovoltaic** [Lam12]. **PHP** [MP06, dL97]. **phtt** [BL14]. **Pilots** [KCM08]. **pinktoe** [Nas05]. **PIRLS** [Pet97b]. **Pitfalls** [GF15]. **Planning** [KCM08, KWE+17]. **Plans** [Cha03, Kie08, MM15]. **Platform** [AB12, DH05, Jac16]. **plink** [Wee10]. **plm** [CM08]. **Plot** [EB03, MF14]. **plotKML** [HRBP15]. **plotROC** [Sac17]. **Plots**
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Jam99, Kin04, KKH10, KH13, Lan14, LC13, LeC14, MvB14, MHdL12, Pet97a, Pet97b, Sch06, Som98, XGY06, Hed99, Lum98. **Programming**

[CGH\textsuperscript{+}17, DN17, Hil10b, LH07, SDDD12, Wei12, Wic08a, WG00, dL09b, KN17, MT14, Lan17]. **Programs**

[Gón15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04]. **Progression**

[BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].

**Project** [NRG\textsuperscript{+}17, BFH\textsuperscript{+}14]. **Projected** [BMR14]. **Projection** [LZ15].

**Programs** [Gom15, JS05, McB06, NK06, SB01, SBL04].

**Progression** [BVE\textsuperscript{+}15].
DBZ$^{+11}$, DC05, DMD15, Den16, DH05, DLC06, DW17, DOV17, Duo07, DHF15, DGP08, EN11, EF11, ESO16, EE07, EBO$^{+13}$, EL09, FS10a, FBgIf12, FHm08, Fle12, FT08, FDB12, Fer11, FGD16, FHH17, Fie12, FBO07, Fir03, Fir05, FO15, FC11, Fox03, Fox05b, FH09, FC12, FL16, FM08, FBF14, FK17, FKP12, FGEM12, Fuj17, FS10b, GRMS11, GR16a, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GGC$^{+15}$, GASA15, GRK$^{+16}$, GP12, GG16, GKZ16].

R [GK16, GKId14, Gid09, GKd10, GLC$^{+15}$, GCA12, GFS14, GDM08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, Gra16, GvdMW09, GVM16, Gröö6, Gröö10b, Gröö4, GvdL12, GZP14, GZ09, GH11, GKN12, Gu14, Guh07, GV12, Had10, HPvdL15, HHB08a, HD10, HBF17, HHH06, HH14, HSL11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HW07, Han07a, Han07b, Har10, HWM16, HD12, HXY12, HP09, HH07b, Hla16b, HM11, HM16, HL09, Hof11, HMS16, Hoj04, HL07, Hoj12, HMR$^{+13}$, HG14, HSC12, HHHG08, HK08, IP08, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, JvdpBP07, Jac11, Jac16, JM15, JJJ14, JHMQ$^{+11}$, JP16, JD15, Joh07, JS05, Jon07, KHLH$^{+10}$, KMC$^{+12}$, KSHZ04, KM06, KN05, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, KS14, Kie08, KWE$^{+17}$, KE14, KO06, KN16, KSS$^{+07}$, Kle16, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR10a].

R [KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KV13, KMTS14, KT16, Kra07, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, Ku03, LPLP14, LT16, LAF$^{+17}$, Lam12, LHI2, LRGTA12, LL10, LW16, LJH08, LIL$^{+15}$, Lee13, LM13, Le10, Lei13, Lei04, LHS08, LPvdL17, Len09b, Len16, LQC$^{+12}$, LM14, LFF17, LM03, LZHC17, LR15a, LLS15, LL12, LBC$^{+16}$, LC10, LHA$^{+15}$, LR15b, LRRóCGS14, dUJ13, LH14, LX12, LCSC14, Lup09, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MHS16, MII07, MdL10, MMB15, Mar06a, MTFL15, MH15, MB15, MQ11, MV17, MF15, MP14, MPM14, MYK07, MZ08, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJG10, Men13, MW07, MH09, MHH17, MVS13, MNT17, MP12, MP06, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MHD17, MdUÁC10, MN14, Mug10, MvS07b, MAC$^{+11}$, Mu14, MÜ13, MRL12, Muro13, Mur09, MG09, NK06].

R [NR16, Nar05, NV11, Nas14, NG07, ND12, NGBK12, NL12, NdSL16, NRD16, NAA17, OH11, OH1D, Ob14, OCRC14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, PLZ$^{+15}$, PPPG15, PP17, Pap16, PLRC10, PSS$^{+17}$, Pe12, PG15, Pen03, Pen08b, PJSPC17, PZK$^{+12}$, Pet10, PP11, PR07, Pfa08, Phil0, PU13, PK08, Pir10, PC11, PT07, PT09, PLCC11, PLR$^{+16}$, PLPL17, dREP12, RS07, Rec10b, RC17, RG07, RHI4, RS05, RBHB15, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RKFM12, RR11, RGM12, Ros15, Ros12, RGD12, dSWAL17, Ru09, SSH16, SFS12, Sar16, SD17, SH17, SP14, Sav16, SIR$^{+11}$, SZ11, Sch11, SME$^{+09}$, Sch16, SIRC16, Scr13, Scu10, Scu17, Sek11, SMMRP17, SAR11, SMMG06, Sho13, SHFB17, SK15, SCS13, Smi07, SYC08, SLS$^{+12}$, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Sö09, Spe13].

R [SR07b, SLMV17, SKZ05, SM07, SLG05, Su07, SGHY11, SSV14, TP11, TW11, TKM17, TM15, TKM06, TKM07, TV11, TDR13, TDR15, TB17, TR17, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, TM05, TFH12, Thi14, TFR16, TD07, TR14, TK17, TYH$^{+14}$, TH08, Tou15, TGJ17, TF12, Tus11, UNBK17, UAK$^{+15}$, UKD09, US10, VML12, VW13, VSV09, VG09, Var14, VFV13, VPCS14, VKVC15, Ver12, Vie10, VV16, VdL09, Vin17, VYD$^{+12}$, VS10,
WGSL12, WDT+12, WMS17, WLK08, WW11, Wan11, Wan13b, Was15, #
Wee10, WB07, WF12, Wei12, Wei02, WDM+11, WS11, WST11, WM14, #
WSZ12, WCHB11, WMR16, WZ17, XMW10, XWHL15, Xie13, You10, Yua07, #
ZA17, ZFZ10, ZLHK02, ZK08, ZKJ08, ZC10, ZUL14, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, #
ZWH17, ZP13, ZD17, dJSdSF14, dLM09a, dLHM09, dLM09b, dLM09c]. R #
dWFP11, lGlRGL09, vBGO11, vE17, vdA07, vdA12, vdWG11, But15, #
Dem17, Edd09a, Gla07, Go08, Han15, Hel15, Hili5a, How16b, Kha15a, Kha16b, Mat16a, Nun15, Pos15, Vm09b, Wil14a, Zei15, #
Zei16, Bow09, Bul06, Chr09, CH11, Dow16, Dow17, Edd09b, Edd09c, Edd11, #
Edd12b, Edd12a, Eva11, Fri12, GR16, Gou10, Grö11, Hel16a, Hili6b, Hili10b, #
How11, How16a, Leo10, Lor17, Mai06, Mal09, Mat15, Mun14, Oom10, Pav16, #
Rui16, Rus15, San10b, San11, She11, Soc10, Str10, Wei08b, Wei08a, Yv10, #
Yv10, Z011, ZLHK02, ZK08, ZKJ08, ZC10, ZUL14, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, #
ZWH17, ZP13, ZD17, dJSdSF14, dLM09a, dLHM09, dLM09b, dLM09c]. R #
BM07]. R-INLA [BGRR15, LR15a]. R-Menu [BP12]. R-php [MP06]. R #
R-Squared [Rec10b]. R/MATLAB [VFV13]. R/qtl [Zho10]. R2 [Grö15a]. #
R2GUESS [LBC+16]. R2MLwiN [ZPC+16]. R2WinBUGS [SLG05]. R #
Radiation [Lam12]. RAGE [PSW07]. Raju [Cer17]. ramps [SYC08]. R #
Random [Bea17, Bre04, BILL07, CF14, DB13, Dry09, FS10b, JJJ14, #
KCCG11, KJ14, KU14, MR12, MTW04, MIG12, MHH08, PB15, Pat16, #
PSW07, Sar16, SMM+15, TKM17, VDT14, WZ17, XTL13, YS12, ZWH17, #
d17, MT00, PL05, SMD11]. RandomFields [SMM+15]. Randomization #
[Gre17, WWG09, ZK12]. Randomization-Based [ZK12]. Randomized #
[Gre17, MHT07, RSW15]. randomLCA [Bea17]. Randomly [MdUAC10]. #
Randomness [MT02]. ranger [WZ17]. Rank [Fri06, New05, TM05]. #
Rank-Based [TM05]. Rankings [HD12]. RAppArmor [Oom13]. Rare #
[KZ03]. RARtool [RSW15]. Rasch #
[ALV07, DBBD07, FSLZ12, MH07, OC15, VHM07]. Rate [SAR11]. Rates #
[MP14]. Ratings [HD12]. Ratio [MVS13, Wan13a]. Rational #
[BH07, BH08a]. Ratios [Mar06b, McB06]. Raton #
[Gle16, Grö15a, Grö16, Kha16b, Z1e15]. RATS [Doa11]. Rcapture #
[BR07]. Rchoice [Sar16]. RcmdrPlugin.survival [FC12]. Rcpp #
[SMS13]. REBayes [KG17]. Recapture [BR07, YSH15]. Receiver [LV03]. #
Recipe [SH17]. Recognition [Cam10]. Recognize [Coo97]. Recording #
[BK17]. Recovering [PLR+16]. Recurrence [BFC02]. Recurrent #
[KMM+17]. Recursive [Mey13]. Redistricting [AM11]. Reduced #
[FS12, Fri06]. Reduced-Rank [Fri06]. Reduction #
[AR14, CFT11, CHML17, Wei02]. Redundancy [LV16]. Redux [Koe08]. #
Reference [Kle16]. Referenced [FBB15, FBC07]. REGCMPNT [Beb11b]. #
Regimen [WMS17]. Region [Bra14]. Regional [LQC+12]. Regions #
[BM12, Som98, Som01]. Regression #
[AS02, AB17, ABS01, BFRP13, BRC+15, Be11b, BV17, BdMM15, BKL05, #
BR17, Car13, CGC11, CRW05, CNZ10, DLN17, DLD13, DLC06, Dha10, #
Regression-Based [WMS17]. Regression/Item [CGC11]. Regular [ZG05]. Regularization [FHT10, RT14, Sch11, SFHT11]. Regularized [FHH17, SHBZ14]. Reject [Hüs06]. relaimpo [Grö06]. Related [ASBMB17, DR11, MAK06]. Relational [But08a]. Relationships [ECW’12]. Relative [DHM11, Grö06, Pet97a, Wan13a]. Relevant [CGBN14]. relevant [MB15]. Reliable [AGM07]. Remote [Gos11, SR07a, ADN15]. Repeated [Fri10, KAK05, LW03]. Replacement [Han07a]. Replicated [Cha03]. Reporting [FR15]. reporttools [Ruf09]. Representation [HBB’08b]. Representative [Kon13]. Reproducibility [BBGL17]. Reproducible [LT16, SDD12, SvdL17, Wil14b]. repsample [Kon13]. Resampling [Kil16, KAK05]. Research [HBF17, LT16, Ruts15, SDD12, Str10, Hel15, Wil14b, Chr11, Hii09b]. reshape [Wic07]. Reshaping [Wic07]. Resistant [Can04b, Con03, FS12]. Resolution [BM07]. Resonance [CMS’11, KCCG11, TW11, WS11]. Resource [Din06]. Response [AW16, Arc10, CGK11, Cha12, Cha16, CGC11, CO16, Cur10, DBZ’11, DP12, FEvdL07, Had10, HZSW10, Job07, Len09b, MR12, MPM14, MH05, MTvdM15, Riz06, RSW15, Whe14, WB08, WEH11]. Response-Adaptive [RSW15]. Response-Surface [Len09b]. Responses [FEvdL07, GSD12, KR13, LBC’16, MTvdM15, Tou15, ZC10]. Restoring [BK17]. Restricted [Hüs06, KHI3]. Results [BK17, FR15, TWK03]. Retention [KSS’07]. Review [Ach09, Ban16, BMR14, Bow09, Bow10, Boy05, Bul06, But15, Chr09, Chr11, CH11, Cox07, Dem11, Dem17, DN17, Der10, Dow16, Dow17, Edd09b, Edd09a, Edd09c, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Eks10, Eks13, Ell09, Eva11, Eva14, Fox05a, Fri12, Gen06, Gle14, GL14, GR16b, GR17a, GR17b, Gou05, Gou10, GvdV16, Grö10a, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö17, Gro08, Gum07, Ham10, Han15, Har08, Hel15, Hel16a, Hel16b, Hel17, Hil06, Hil07, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10b, Hil10a, Hil15a, Hil15b, Hof15, How11, How15a, How15b, How16a, Iac15, Iac17, JS13, Kar06, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16a, Kha16b, Kha16c, Kha17a, Kha17b, Kil16, KN17, Kuk09, Lal16, Lal17, Lan17, Len09a, Leo10, Lor17, Mac12, Mai06, Mai07, Mai09a]. Review [Mai09b, Mai08, Mai09c, Mal09, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16b, Mat16a, McN14, MT14, Mii16, Mun14, Mur05, Mur06, Nun15, Oom10, Otn17, Pav16, Pie05, Pos15, Ros09, Ros08, Ros17, Rui16, Rus15, Sab07, SL09, San06, San07, San09, San10b, San10a, San11, SCD07, Sar09, Sch08, Sch11, Soe10, Spa06, Sto12, Str10, Unw09, VM09b, VM09a, VM10, Web16, Wic08b, Wic08a, Wic10, WG10, Wil14a, Wil09, Wil14b, Xu06, Ya07, Ya10, Ze15, Zei16, Zho10, dL05b, dL05c, dL05a, dL06, dL07, dL08, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, dL12].
Richness [SP05, Wan11]. RinRuby [DC09]. Risk
RKWard [RFKM12]. Rmalschains [BMB16]. RMatlab [VFV13].
RMatlab-app2web [VFV13]. Rtmxmod [LIL+15]. RNetLogo [Thi14].
Robust [AMYR16, BGH+17, Can04a, CYK+09, Jan99, KSS+07, Kol16, KSBZ16,
HL12, Mil17, Str04, TFR16, TF09, VW13, Wie04, ZFZ10, dL06]. robustlmm
[Kol16]. robustloggamma [AMYR16]. ROC [Sac17]. Roger [HH14]. Roll
[CKY14]. Routines [LM14, Mil04, Mii13]. rpanel [BCAB07].
rpartOrdinal [Arc10]. rpartScore [GSD12]. RProtoBuf [ESO16]. RSKC
[KSBZ16]. rsm [Len09b]. RSNNS [BB12]. rSoNIA [BdMM08]. Rssa
[GKSU15]. RStudio [Grö15a]. Rtadf [Cas17]. Rubba [lac15]. Rubens
[HHG05]. Run [ECK04, EC06, LC13, Lec14, ZPC+16]. runjags [Den16].
rnfmixregls [Lec14]. runmlwin [LC13]. Running [FK17, SLG05]. Ruxton
[Han15]. Rweb [Ban99].

S [BLR97, How16b, dL05a, BH07, BH08a, BH08b, But05, Can04b, Con03,
HC05, Kuo03, SP05, WLK08, Wie04, ZG11, Ziv11, Fox05a, SCD07]. S-PLUS
[dL05a, But05, Can04b, Con03, HC05, Kuo03, SP05, ZG11, Wie04, SCD07,
Fox05a]. S3 [ZG05]. S4 [KSHZ04, KR10a, RK14]. SAEM [CLL17]. saemix
[CLL17]. Safety [WEH11]. Salesperson [HH07a]. Sampaio [How15b].
Sample [BH08a, BH08b, Hüs06, KAK05, LQC+12, MVS13, MLAN02,
PLRC10, TH08, WMR16, XGY06, BH07]. Sampled [MGG+04]. Sampler
[MHJ16, VHMO07]. SamplerCompare [Tho11]. Samples [iM16, Lum04].
sampleSelection [TH08]. Sampling [AH08, Bar14, BGSC10, BH08a,
BH08b, CC11, GKV16, Han07a, Kie08, Kon13, PG15, VS09, Ban16].
SamplingStrata [Bar14]. Sandboxing [Oom13]. Sandwich [Zei06].
Sanon [KK15]. Sarkar [Gro08]. SAS
[GL14, Kha15a, AS02, BMGT15, Dha10, FS13, Fri06, Gos14, Gre17, JMS+09,
Jur15, KCM08, KM16, KS10, LVK+11, LS02a, Law08, LSC09, LH07, LG11,
LV16, MH05, NO06, OC15, Pan09, Rec0a, Rec10b, SED14, Sel11, SH09,
SR07a, SB01, TR14, VDT14, WWG09, Wei12, XM14, Yua11, ZCI+16, ZK12,
Wli09, Der10, Grö10a, Har08, JS13, Len09a, Oom10, Spa06]. SAS-Based
[FS13]. SAS-IML [SB01]. SAS/IML [JMS+09]. SAS/I ML
[AS02, KCM08, NO06, Pan09, ZK12]. SAS(D) [MT14]. SASweave [LH07].
SAVE [PPGD15]. SC'11 [LCK11]. Scalable [KEW13, NL12, ZWH17].
Scale [CB17, CFHMK11, Gra16, HN13, Lec14, PCL13, SR07b, TKM07,
vdA07, vdA12]. Scales [HR14, PLR+16]. Scaling
[GvdV16, KM08, MdL10, PLLC11, UKD09, dL05c, dLM09a, dLM09b].
Scatterplot3d [LM03]. Schemes [TDRD15]. School [HJS16]. Science
Spatio-Temporal
[BS15, FBG15, GRD13, HRBP15, Lei10, MHH17, Peh12, SKS15, TDRD13].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].
Spectral [BMR14, Kle16, MG09+].spectralGP [Pac07]. spectrino [Kra07]. Spectrometry [CS12].

t [Eks10, Hug07]. t-to-z [Hug07]. Table [WGSL12]. TableMaker [Hla16a].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].

Testing [Cas17, CFHBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kha15a, Lup09, MR12, MB17, MA06, Pav15, SB01, ZA17, ZLHK02].
Tests [BV02, BKvT +14, Cal06, Cer17, FS10a, FO15, HH14, HHvdWZ08, KBC17, LT16, LRRACGS14, LX12, MT02, MVS13, PJSPC17, Pet97a, SBL04, Wee10, WH08, ZFZ10, dSJdSF14].
Two-Phase [HSL11, SED14], Two-Sample [MVS13, XGY06], Two-Sided [BH08b, SL11, MJ00], Two-Stage [EC06, MMB15], Two-Way [Meu13, WH08, MHT07], Two-Zone [MBR11]. TWPack [Kro16]. Type [FO15]. Types [CGK11, RG07].


Unified [Han07b, Lal17, SYC08]. Unifying [Mii17, NV11]. UniLogistic [Dha10]. Unimodal [Wol12]. Unit [LBC+16, Lup09]. Unit-Based [LBC+16]. Units [Ban16]. Univariable [Dha10]. Univariate [DR11, FBC07, FBG15, Kha16a, MMM12, San06]. University [Han13, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a]. Unknown [VV16]. Unleashing [LR15b].


Unstratified [Gre17]. Unsupervised [BER+16, LIL+15]. untb [Han07b].

Unwin [Zei15]. Upcrossing [Pat16]. Updates [MB17]. Urn [Han07a].

Usage [Mai08, dL12]. UScensus2000 [Alm10]. USD [But15, Gle16, Grö15a, Grö16, Gro08, He15, Hil15a, Hil15b, How15a, How15b, How16b, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16b, Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zei15, Zei16].

Use [VYD+12]. Used [FV14]. Useful [RG07]. User [AB12, CCH15, Dun99, Fox05b, HL09, LL10, Mat16a, RFKM12, SLS+12, SGS+14, VML12].

User-Friendly [SGS+14]. Users [Ber01, NV11, WDT+12]. Using [AS02, BM07, Bai04, BS15, BFRP13, BE13, BMBW15, BB12, BER+16, BLM+15, BPWC14, Bos11, BCBA07, Burr17, But15, Can17, CG15, Car13, CN13, CBDO07, CP11, Cha03, CP12, CCH15, CCGr11, CLL17, CRW05, CG10, Das06, DHM11, DN17, Eva11, FDGD16, Fie12, FR07, GF15, GKD14, GLC+15, GR17b, Grö10b, Grö15b, HSH07, He15, Hil06, Hil09a, Hil10b, Hil15a, HWPG13, HB17, How16b, HCW2, Jam99, JS13, JFDB15, KMC+12, Kao09, Kas16, Kha17a, KS10, KCCG11, KY10, Kuh08, LPPLD14, LW16, Lei10, LH07, Lena09b, LHA+15, MMB15, MB15, MS11, MHH17, MP06, MIG12, MTvdM15, ML12, MAK06, Mur15, Ntz02, Oom13, Otn17, Pac07, PB15, Per03, Pet97a, PLPL17, Rec10a, Rec10b, RS05, Riz16, RMG12, San10a, San11, SIR+11, SZ11, Sel11].

Using [She11, SH09, Sim07, SP10, Spa06, Str10, SM07, TV11, TKM15, TM05, TR14, VR14, WWG09, Wc01, Wc14, Wc04, Wl10a, Wl10b, XMW10, Yal10, YSH15, Yua11, ZQS16, Ziv11, dLM09b, dLM09c, Day01, Fir03, Jos05, LS02a, SLMV17, The02, Dow16, Gon05, Grö15a]. Usual [PZK+12]. Utilities [Den16].

Validating [CAA15]. Validation [BPDD08, BKvT+14, KO06]. Value
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